
 

 

EXTECH RACING - LOUIS & MARCO’S LATEST NEWS 
November 19th/20th - Buckmore Park & 26th/27th - Bayford Meadows  

This month saw a new challenge for Louis & Marco in the shape of the famous Buckmore Park circuit! Drivers such as 

Johnny Herbert, Jenson Button and Lewis Hamilton have cut their teeth here at this wonderfully flowing historic circuit.  

Marco was first out on a very cold and slippery track during the Saturday practice for his very first time and although 

we hadn’t had the opportunity for a track walk, Marco had picked up the lines from the homework we’d done on the 

track and made a good start getting quicker throughout the day. Louis too settled down well for his first day’s explora-

tion at Buckmore and adapted well to the new circuit, even though the top section of the circuit with the overhanging 

trees was almost like driving on ice. By the end of the day, even though it was very cold, both boys were absolutely 

loving the new track. 

The Sunday raceday saw the same cold and slightly damp track as Saturday, with Marco qualifying at the back of the 

grid in his first MSA Honda Clubman race since passing his ARKS test on the previous weekend. As the Honda Cadet 

grid had a massive entry list of around 40 karts, qualifying and races were split into two groups with Louis qualifying 

well in 13th out of his group. Marco made good progress throughout the day and made up some places through his 

smoothness and consistency, but finished up towards the back of the pack by the end of the day - but had gained 

some great experience to take through to next month’s meeting. Louis too made progress throughout the day and he 

too was learning his race craft on this track quickly with the best places to overtake (and be overtaken!). He ended up 

nearly making his way through to the ‘A’ final, but a few over enthusiastic overtaking efforts resulted in a few spins 

that put him a little further back in the pack towards the end of the day. Just like Marco though, Louis loves the circuit 

and is looking forward to Decembers meeting. 

The following weekend saw the boys in action at the last round of the year at the Bayford Meadows kart circuit. 

Weather was a little dryer than at Buckmore on the previous weekend, but was a lot colder and testing on Saturday 

started on worn wets for both karts until the early afternoon when the karts could generate enough heat in the slicks. 

Marco showed continued progress throughout the day once again and Louis showed good pace as well. 

Although we ran out of propane for the camper heater on Saturday evening, the boys warmed up quickly on Sunday 

morning with Marco qualifying 13th out of 14. Louis had a better qualifying session in the slippery conditions from the 

overnight rain and qualified 7th out of a grid of 20. Marco made up 1 place in the first heat and a further 2 places in 

the second heat, but unfortunately slipped down the grid in the final, but again showed excellent composure, super 

smooth line and driving throughout the weekend with loads of promise for the future. Louis made a good start in the 

first heat, but got caught up in mid pack wrangling's that dropped him down to a disappointing 15th by the end of the 

race. In the second heat, the choice of tyres was critical and although the track was still quite wet, it started to quickly 

that caused our full wet tyres to burn up, slipping us further down the pack. The final was completely dry, but the set-

up we sent Louis out with on his slicks had a little too much front grip leading to a badly oversteering kart that made 

progress throughout the pack very difficult. After making several places up with very enthusiastic and brave moves, 

Louis’ luck ran out with a spin towards the end of the race. 

An end to a difficult weekend, as happens sometimes in racing of course, but thanks to Richard and the boys from 

Ambition Motorsport who looked after us once again. We’ll be back at Buckmore Park for their December meeting and 

some testing over the Xmas period whilst we plan for 2017! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


